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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Type of Research 

In this study, the writer uses the qualitative method to collect the data. 

According to Cresswell (1998, p. 15), the definition of qualitative research is 

focusing on the methodological nature, the complexity of the end product and its 

nature of the naturalistic questions. He said "Qualitative research is an inquiry 

process of understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that 

explore a social or human problem. The research builds a complex, holistic pictures, 

analyzing words, reports detailed views of informants, and conducted the study in 

natural setting." Qualitative method gives to the researchers the complex textual 

descriptions of how people experience a given research issue. By conducting 

qualitative method, the researcher attains information about the human issues. The 

information about human issues includes people’s behaviors, beliefs, opinions, 

emotions, and relationships. This method is suitable to identify abstract factors, 

such as social norms, socioeconomic status, gender roles, ethnicity, religion, and 

social or even personal background.  

3.2 Data Collection 

For the research purpose, there are some steps that the writer will conduct to 

collect the data.  

 3.2.1 Data Source 

This study used a novel as the primary resource. Below are the details: 

Author   : Victor Hugo 
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Title   : The Hunchback of Notre Dame 

Year   : 1993  

Books   : 11 

Chapters   : 59 

Page Count  : 428 

Set in   : Paris 1482 

City   : Hertfordshire 

Country   : England 

Publisher  : Wordsworth Editions Limited 

Language  : English  

Cover Design  : Robert Mathias 

Cover Illustration : Becky Surridge Contemporary Artist 

3.2.2 Research Procedure  

Firstly, the writer read the novel by Victor Hugo, The Hunchback of Notre-

Dame (1831). Secondly, the writer paid attention to the Gypsies issued in the novel. 

The writer highlighted and took some notes of important information regarding the 

Gypsies scene. Thirdly, the writer analysed and made connections with the used 

approach. 
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3.3 Method of Data Analysis 

The approach used to analyze The Hunchback of Notre-Dame (1831) Novel 

by Victor Hugo is historical criticism and socio-literary approach. Historical 

criticism, also known as  “historical-critical method or higher criticism, is a branch 

of criticism that investigates the origins of ancient texts in order to understand the 

world behind the text” (Soulen & Soulen, 2001, p. 78).  Historical criticism has been 

applied to many religious writings from various parts of the world and periods of 

history. This approach seeks to understand a literary work not only by focusing on 

historical periods but also by investigating the social, cultural, and intellectual 

context of the artist’s biography and background. 

In doing the analysis, concentrated on Gypsies’ scene, situation, and 

condition, the writer analyze the obtained data using the approach above. The data 

is described and interpreted based with the situation that happened in the past. The 

Gypsies’ portrayals are categorized based on Parisians’ depiction and image about 

Gypsies in the novel. 

  


